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I'm a Brooklyn-based Product Design Leader - a generalist who deep dives into 
team building, storytelling, user-centered design thinking, and always a 
champion for digital accessibility. 

A little about me…

Some books that excite me include:

https://abookapart.com/products/youre-my-favorite-client
https://www.amazon.com/Design-Everyday-Things-Revised-Expanded-ebook/dp/B00E257T6C/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1531699173&sr=8-1&keywords=design+of+everyday+things
https://www.amazon.com/Interaction-Color-Anniversary-Josef-Albers/dp/0300179359/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1531699232&sr=8-1&keywords=interaction+of+color
https://www.amazon.com/s/?ie=UTF8&keywords=radical+candor&tag=googhydr-20&index=aps&hvadid=241603076619&hvpos=1t1&hvnetw=g&hvrand=15820000880968437552&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=e&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9004353&hvtargid=kwd-136547844989&ref=pd_sl_5aysx6eev3_e
https://www.amazon.com/Make-So-Interaction-Lessons-Science-ebook/dp/B009EGPJCU/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1534969554&sr=1-1&keywords=make+it+so+design
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Team building is a team sport

I empower individual team members by providing operational space and 
organizational cover to help them focus on executing their best work. Some of 
those lessons I developed during my 10 year roller derby career as a founder, 
coach, and captain. And yes, I swear that’s a good thing. 

Leadership and Coaching 
•  Design Leadership Forum Member - 2018-present, InVision 
•  DesignX Panelist 2019 (The Art of Selling Design) 
•  Prolific Design Meetup Speaker 2018 (Non-Traditional 

Career Paths) 

Awards 
•  Tigerspike Trust + Innovation Award, Winter 2016 
•  BigIdea Winner - NYC BigApps Competition 

 nycbigapps.com - Summer 2014 

Thoughts, musings, and rants on Medium 
•  https://medium.com/@natalieblair

Facilitating workshops Talking design with DesignX Captaining Championship teams

http://nycbigapps.com
https://medium.com/@natalieblair
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Feelings

13PREPARED BY PROLIFIC INTERACTIVE

PRE!KICKOFF — MAY 23, 2017User Journey Validation - Grocery Pickup Walmart

02. Start Order 03: Shop 05: Con!irmation04: Submit 07: Arrive at Store 08: Associate 
       Loads Car

09: Arrive at home
       Unload Car

06: Drive to Walmart 10: Cook Dinner 11: Dinner is Served 01. Initiate Order

I’m afraid I won’t have enough food to feed 
people and host a good party. 

Does anyone have dietary needs? 

 Will I have enough time to cook the food?

How soon do I have to order before 
cutto! for delivery vs. pickup?

I’m afraid they won’t have what I need 
for the menu I planned tonight.

What’s going to be easier to cook?

What are my friends’ favorite things to eat? 

I’m afraid my friend on a diet won’t be able to eat this.

Am I in the right parking space so 
they know I’m here? 

How long will it take before I can 
get on the road again and get 
home?

I’m afraid my order didn’t go through correctly. 

What else do we need from the store? 

Will it be cheaper elsewhere or if I order it online for later?

Do any of these other people have dietary needs?

Can I do them before picking up groceries so my frozen foods 
don’t melt? 

Are my items packed and positioned in the 
trunk well enough that they aren’t going ot 
break, spill, or get crushed on the way home?

I hope the avocados are good to use tonight 
and not too hard.

 

I hope I get dinner ready on time.

Will my guests be early/late?

Whew! I did it! I feel lke a hero!

Associate Touchpoints

Technical Backend Tasks

Do I need to do any more errands on my way home? 

?

Well-defined stories create inspired designs
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User and data insights should always be huggable
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Lovingly stolen from Donna Lichaw 
https://www.donnalichaw.com/

Make the User the hero of their own story
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Some stories…

Native apps & connected devices for live video 
“Everyone deserves football.” Let’s give it to them on their favorite devices! But how do we 
make blacked out games suck less so we can kill their FOMO?

Responsive web for an airline’s check-in process  
Copa Airlines started their digital transformation process by overhauling their check-in process 
for web. An exciting UX opportunity because let’s face it — what’s a more stressful time than 
having to go to the airport these days?

Taxonomy and IA for a leading retailer of menswear 
The Men’s Wearhouse and Jos. A. Bank websites needed a refresh, but research cracked 
open real problems with the IA and showed how we could maximize the pros of each brand 
to improve user experience and therefore conversion.

Doing awesome things for dogs and their people 
Case studies upon request



Accessibility + Design System Planning @ Bark 
  

• Fast-tracking BarkBox and its properties from an ADA 
complaint through audit, remediation, and raising the 
WCAG 2.1 AA compliance score by over 12% 

• Building a basic, scaleable design system that can be 
themed for each of Bark’s properties to maintain and 
push for more inclusive design

Case studies in the works and available upon request: 

Rethinking the sales funnel 
  

• Based on quantitative and qualitative data, we 
increased conversion by 19% by adding steps to the 
onboarding sales funnel, proving that people really, 
really do like talking about their dogs.



• Project: Redesign of fully responsive web check-in flow 
(including new boarding passes) 

• Role: Lead Experience Designer  

• Team: 1 Product Manager, 1-2 Visual Designers, 2 Jr. UX 
Designers, and a Dev team of 14 (in Bogota and Mexico City) 

• Contributions:  Workshopping, User Research, Competitive 
Analysis, Personas, User Flows, Information Architecture, 
Prototyping, Testing 

• Tools: Sketching, Sketch, Prototyping (paper, InVision, Flinto), 
Abstract, Zeplin



Test early, test oftenWho’s Copa?

• Largest airline serving Central and South America 
• #4 ‘On Time Airline in the world’  
• Headquartered in Panama City, Panama 
• Flies to 74 destinations currently  
• Business travelers make up the bulk of their customer base

Copa is a medium-sized airline, that doesn’t have the 
capability to offer high-end seats, luxury travel amenities, 
opulent airport lounges, etc.. However, they saw their 
opportunity to win over passengers by making their digital 
experience so easy, effortless, and delightful.  

Copa engaged Prolific Interactive to help kickoff their digital 
transformation process by overhauling their check-in 
process for web.  



Test early, test oftenRemote Teams and Partnerships

Between Prolific’s Brooklyn office, Copa’s Panama City 
headquarters, and our development team based in Bogota and 
Medellin, we knew remote teamwork was going to be 
challenging.  

To make sure we were on the same page, after initial usability 
testing and user interviews, we went down to Panama to 
workshop our defining principals so we could make decisions 
that everyone could agree on. 





Test early, test oftenProblem Statement

Frequent Business Travelers feel frustrated, 
angry, and like their time is being wasted 
when checking in for their flights.



Test early, test oftenDesign Statement

We will give them a way to check in that is…

Timely 
Instructive 
Relevant 
Efficient & 
Does the work for them

so they can feel in control of their time before takeoff.
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User Personas
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• Waits until the last minute to check in for his flights 
• Never reads, and doesn’t care about the details 
• Wants the quickest way to check in 
• Loves upgrades 
• “I’m a preferred, valued customer. You should just 

know me!" 

Lazy Larry

User Personas

“Just do the work for me.”
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“I double check everything on the way to the 

airport so I don’t have any unexpected surprises.“ 

User Personas

Deb Details

• 38 years old 
• Bogota, Columbia 
• Regional Vice President, multi-national retail chain 
• Wife, Mother of 2 
• Copa ConnectMiles Platinum Member 
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Deeper into our Personas

Deb Details
• Flies for work about 2 times a month — loyalist to Copa 

• Strongly prefers the window over an aisle seat 

• Selects her seat at booking if at all possible 

• Checks in as soon as she gets the email reminder 

• Prints her boarding pass, and also has it on her phone, and also 
keeps it in her Apple Wallet so she’s always covered 

• Always gets to the airport early to avoid stress 

• Has a specific routine that she follows every time — especially 
when traveling with her kids



Test early, test oftenDesign Studios

Participatory design studios with “crazy 8s” helped everyone feel 
a part of the process. We were able to bring in a diverse cross-
section of Copa getting folks from Marketing, Airport Operations, 
Call Center, Reservations, and Counter Agents to join in.



Test early, test oftenDesign Studios

We were then able to identifying assumptions 
that we would have to be validated for these 
designs to be successful.  

These assumptions helped us formulate our 
research strategy.



Test early, test oftenHypotheses

Orientation in flow
• Travelers will know what steps need 

to happen to check in.

Finding and consuming content
• Travelers will know where they can find 

different types of information.

Content Hierarchy
• The most important information to them will 

be surfaced higher over other, more detailed 
info that is not necessary. 



Test early, test oftenTesting Focuses

•Overall navigation 

•Steps in the process 

•ConnectMiles login 

•Auto check-in

• Seat Selection 

• Boarding Pass 

• Emails 

• Re-entry 

• Multiple Passengers  

• Special Scenarios

What we tested Future focuses



Test early, test oftenInitial Rounds of Usability

• 2 rounds of remote (moderated and unmoderated) 
30min interviews 

• 18 Participants total — sourced from Customer 
Insights Department demographics + resources 

• Ages 18-54 

• ~70% male, ~30% female 

• All have traveled internationally in the past 10 
months (most in the past 3) 

• 3 different versions of a prototype were tested at 
different levels of fidelity 

• Mobile breakpoints



Test early, test oftenAdditional Rounds

• 13 participants total 

• ~70% male, ~30% female 

• Demographic/screening info from Customer 
Insights Department 

• All live or have lived in Central or South America 
in the past 8 years 

• All frequent flyers of at least one Central or South 
American-based airline (AeroMexico, Copa, 
Avianca, etc.) 

• Task-based scenario on Desktop 

• Unmoderated, recorded sessions



Test early, test oftenWireframes  & Iterations
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Do all the work for them, not letting details get in the 

way so they can feel taken care of.

Give them detailed info to compete their 

check-in so they can feel in control.

or

DashboardLinear Checklist



Dashboard Concept



Dashboard - deep dive
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Mobile Dashboards



• CM members who logged in could 
quickly see that information had been 
auto-filled  

• Serves power and new user needs — “do 
it for me” and “let me see all the details” 

• With less steps, the need for 
handholding along the way was 
eliminated 

 

- FPO example shown — not final design 

“Copa should just know me!”

Results - Dashboard



Process Steps



Concept 1: Small Steps



Concept 2: Longer/Fewer steps



Results: Longer & Fewer

• Participants liked the least amount of 
steps, even if each one was longer 

• Tasks could still be streamlined more 
according to user feedback

“Any steps are too many steps!



Next Steps

Additional rounds of testing honed in on how we 
could make them feel known.  

We also redesigned the boarding passes, the key 
to a user feeling comfortable and confident. 

A beta version of the new web check-in process 
will be released in mid-September, 2018. 

InVision Prototype testing how users want to pre-populate 
their information: https://prolificinteractive.InVisionapp.com/
share/MTMYQMHKRSH

https://prolificinteractive.invisionapp.com/share/KPJGCXDY8BXz
https://prolificinteractive.invisionapp.com/share/KPJGCXDY8BXz
https://prolificinteractive.invisionapp.com/share/KPJGCXDY8BXz


• Project: Redesign of Men’s Wearhouse and Jos. A. Bank 
menswear retail sites, and Tux Rental journey 

• Role: Lead Experience Designer  

• Team: 1 Product Manager, 1 Visual Designer 

• Contributions:  User Research, Competitive Analysis, Personas, 
User Flows, Information Architecture, Prototyping 

• Tools: Sketching, Sketch, Flinto, respondent.io

http://respondent.io


Project Overview

When Tailored Brands engaged our team, they 
wanted a visual redesign of their retail websites 
and Tux Rental experiences between both sites.  

After initial user research and analytic 
investigation, we saw a huge discrepancy 
between conversion rates - 23% for Jos. A. Bank 
(defined as completed purchase) while Men’s 
Wearhouse had 12%  

We saw an opportunity to do more than just give 
them a refreshed visual design. We wanted to 
learn how to harness whatever magic that JAB 
has so we could raise MW’s conversion rate. 



 

Existing Men’s 
Wearhouse Nav

Existing Jos. A. 
Bank Nav

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16NA8dgN37rcagvnMJOzVtmJb_XlVcSLREtThPnzEfO0/edit?usp=sharing


IA - What we did

4. Closed Card Sorting 
• Existing IA and Taxonomy  
• 10 participants 
• Both Men’s Wearhouse and Jos. A. Bank were 

tested individually

2. SEO Considerations  
• Top level categories = highest SEO value 
• Moving items within the navigation should not 

have a major impact on SEO  
• Category listing = highest value, followed by 

featured and brand 
• Custom the only “Featured” item that has high 

SEO value  
• Links higher on the page and furthest left 

(desktop) have greater value

1. Data Analysis 3. Site Audit 
• Inventory of Categories, Sub-navigation, 

Filters, and examining Featured, Fit, 
Collections, and Special Deals in detail for 
redundancies and user comprehension



• Purpose: validate hypothesis that category names and 
IA could be clearer, and learn users’ expectations of 
how items should be grouped and what category 
names are most intuitive  

• Open Card Storing exercise with 10 participants 

• Tested MW and JAB separately, using their own 
unique category names 

• From the point of someone shopping online, 
participants grouped and categorized all existing 
product items with existing taxonomy

Card Sorting
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Purpose 
Validate hypothesis - renamed and reordered 
categories would make it easier to find items within 
navigation and filtering options  

Testing Details 
• 14 Remote Interviews  
• Recruited through Respondent.io,  
• 7 for MW, 7 for JAB 
• 90% men (ages 22-56), 10% women (ages 28-45) 

•

Mobile Navigation Usability Tests

http://respondent.io


• All users understood the horizontal interaction 

• 8 participants were quoted saying this “fun” (when presented 
with a paired down set of subcategories); majority made a 
sound of delight when using it (verified in followup questions 
that the noise was positive) 

•  

Pros

• Top level categories took a long time to scroll through and 
some with extensive vertical scrolling of sub-categories 
resulted in more time to find all items in the test flows 

• Although we tested with both young and a more mature 
audience, still some concern about understanding 
horizontal scroll

Cons

Direction 1: Pivot Menu



Direction 2: Accordion Menu

• All participants quoted with “easy to understand/use” 

• 9 mentioned liking the ability to see high level categories 
quickly 

• 9 mentioned liking the simple imagery to support the 
category name 

• 13 participants were able to complete the tasks, and find all 
the items they were looking for 

Pros

Cons
• Requires an extra click before seeing subcategories 

• Subcategories and filtering options were redundant 
and a little confusing  



Results

• We picked the “safer” version of the accordion menu to 
accommodate both MW and JAB customers as we were 
short on development time 

• Tests showed significant decrease of time for MW 
customers to find what they wanted (in qualitative usability 
tests) 

Accordion menu

• Clothing, being a potential SEO consideration if we 
removed it, was not missed.  

• A new discovery -  Suit Separates was a market 
differentiator for them but shoppers didn’t know the 
benefits. Putting Suit Separates eventually made it more 
discoverable as a suit option instead of its own category. 

• Future sprints focused solely on making Suit Separates 
more clear educating shoppers on what they were and 
how to wear them together. 

Edited IA



Next Time…

• MW and JAB have different customers, and Tailored Brands 
had decided not to combine the brands into one after 
acquiring both of them.  

• The demographics are different enough that we believed 
further research and iteration could make a great harmony 
between the sites, instead of exact parity creating one 
experience that isn’t perfect for either user.

Build for 2 Users

• Amplify the style picker and “As a Stylist” feature in the MW 
experience to educate suit shoppers 

• Surface the Custom Suit feature for JAB customers who 
have a little extra money and want to get their look taken 
care of in a “done and done” mentality

Examples of future iterations:



• Role: Lead Experience Designer  

• Platforms: Desktop web app, iPhone, iPad, Android tablet and 
phone,  Chromecast, Apple TV, Roku, PS4, Samsung Tizen TV, 
Amazon Fire TV, Fire Tablet, Windows tablet and phone 

• Team: 2-5 in-house Experience/UI Designers, 2 Client-side 
Experience Designers, and a large team of remote engineers 
and developers 

• Contributions: User Research, Platform Research, Sketching, 
Wireframing, Prototyping, and Usability Testing 

• Tools: Sketching, Omnigraffle Sketch, Zeplin, and InVision 

• Partners: Tigerspike, DIRECTV/DMG, and NFL

DIRECTV’s NFL Sunday Ticket
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DIRECTV’s NFL Sunday Ticket is a subscription package 
through DIRECTV that gives access to stream live, out-of-
market Sunday football games on laptop, tablet, phone, 
console and streaming media devices.  

Tigerspike had spent several years partnering with DTV’s in-
house design firm to take the mobile and web apps to the 
next level. The 2014-15 app revamps that our team led 
resulted in a 400% increase in mobile downloads.  

The 2015-16 Season had more in store - add new devices 
to the NFL Sunday Ticket offerings. The driving mantra 
being “everyone deserves football” - give them their 
football on their favorite devices.

Test early, test oftenNew ideas for a long-term client



Initial Tablet Game Mix Sketches 



Test early, test oftenFlex Chips

✓   Real time score updates

✓   Instant highlights

✓   Game and Player stats

✓   Drive progress

✓   Ball possession

✓  League standings

✓  NFL Fantasy League matchups & scores



A Blackout Flex Chip can be pulled into the 
Game Mix loaded and ready for when Highlights 
are available.

Hallway tests with subscribers told us that fans 
didn't want the surprise ruined - we removed the 
clip metadata to avoid spoilers.

02:01: 

Miss the highlight as it played? Replay it with 
just a tap on the replay icon.

03: 

Test early, test oftenBlackout Chips



Fantasy info through the lens of 
1 game was overwhelming and 
left no room for Highlights

Overwhelming. 

“If I wanted this much info, I’d 
just open my fantasy app.” 

Show the League, the matchup, 
their score, roster, and a way for 
highlights to play, clearly 
indicating who the player of 
interest belongs to. 

Highlights? 

“Oh, I wanna see that one 
again! Chad is totally buying the 
next round!” 

Fans can get highlight alerts for 
their Fantasy Players, but it 
wasn’t the whole story. 

Matchups Matter 

“I know how my guys are 
doing, but how bad am I 
beating Chad right now?” 



Test early, test oftenFantasy Chips



Playstation Game Mix 

Apple TV Game Mix 



iOS Mobile - Portrait Mode 



For the 2015-16, DTV wanted to add more devices. 

We spent that year balancing parity vs. harmony 
between platforms, trying to give the best 
experience on each device. That’s 1000 stories rolled 
up into one year - boiling down input methods to 
common gestures, dealing with 3rd party 
developers, metadata parsing differences, and the 
whole epic saga that is “Designing for Chromecast.”  

But that was just responding to an RFP.  
Let’s look to 2016-17 when we really started  
addressing user pain points… 

Test early, test often2016-17 App Expansion



Research data we based our design directions on 
came from: 

1. DTV post-season surveys 
2. Subjects of calls to Customer Service 
3. UAT findings (waterfall)  
4. Hallway usability tests (at DTV offices, 

outside the NFL product teams) 

Test early, test oftenGuiding Principals

Fans hate blackouts.
NFL Fans, especially Fantasy players, 
feel left out when they find out their 
games are blacked out.



Test early, test oftenDesign Statement

We will give them a way to get what they 
need, right when they need it, to make 
them feel like the winner of their Sunday. 

We will make them feel like a winner by: 

1. Leveraging all available data for the games and 
players they want to follow 

2. Keeping distractions to a minimum, focusing 
them on the games and players that mean the 
most to them 

3. Give them the best experience for each 
device they use for their Sunday Ticket 
experience



Test early, test oftenGame Mix

Game Mix was a feature for the web app 
that was being pushed out to other 
platforms for 2017-18. It gives subscribers 
the ability to watch up to 4 games at once. 



√ç

While the Flex Chips were ultimately de-
scoped for 2017 release, Game Mix was 
refined and streamlined. Flex Chips will serve 
as the jumping off point for awesome features 
next season.   

The whole Sunday Ticket suite of apps are 
getting this expanded attention including 
connected devices and wearables for releases 
to come.  

Test early, test oftenUntil next year…



@natalieblair80

info@natalieblair.info

natalieblair.info

Test early, test oftenThanks!

mailto:info@natalieblair.info?subject=
http://natalieblair.info

